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Ps4 pkg extractor
Playstation 3/4 [PS4] Easy PKG Extractor v1.05 with support firmware 6.72 Lapy continues to delight us as it now releases the firmware 6.72 version of Easy PKG Extractor. Indeed, the PlayStation 4 scene is finally in development and so we need to adapt all homebrews to the new firmware 6.72, which can quickly become the gold firmware if the performance is stabilized, which
again is not the case at the moment. The Easy PKG Extrator tool allows you to extract PKG files currently installed in your console on a USB device connected to them. It is possible to do the same using the FTP or PS4-Xplorer server, but it is not as simple as with this application. Easy Extractor PKG v1.05 This application extracts or fpkg copy of the PS4 to a USB device,
empties nothing. Please note that this version is only intended for firmware 6.72, if you use the previous version in firmware 5.05. Download: Easy PKG Extractor v1.05 (for FW 6.72) Click here to continue on the Lapy forum continues to delight us as it now transmits the firmware 6.72 version of Easy PKG Extractor. Indeed, the PlayStation 4 scene is finally in development and so
we need to adapt all homebrews to the new firmware 6.72, which can quickly become the gold firmware if the performance is stabilized, which again is not the case at the moment. The Easy PKG Extrator tool allows you to extract PKG files currently installed in your console on a USB device connected to them. It is possible to do the same using the FTP or PS4-Xplorer server, but
it is not as simple as with this application. Easy Extractor PKG v1.05 This application extracts or fpkg copy of the PS4 to a USB device, empties nothing. Please note that this version is only intended for firmware 6.72, if you use the previous version in firmware 5.05. Download: Easy PKG Extractor v1.05 (for FW 6.72) Wow thanks Lapinou works on my pro 6.72 Is it possible to
make a fpkg of a blu-ray Merçi On dump the CDs with his? Thanks for dumping the CDs with her? No, this is used to get the pkg out of your console... To understand, when you install a game in your PS4, it makes a CUSA folder and in this cover your fpkg ... This fpkg is decoded live by your console (in app0/) when you start it ... This homebrew is used to restore your fpkg in your
console, but not to dump your games... To dump your games you have 2 methods: - Use the dumper.bin - Or start your game and restore it decoded, by FTP in app0 /direct from your PS4, but are back to the same not because you still have to start the game? With the dumper? №? OK I try the ftp at 6.72, but its the same no, because you still have to start the game? With the
dumper? №? Yes, the method is the same, only difference with the dumper everything is done automatically ... While by ftp it is up to you to pick up the files in the console and copy them on your dd ext... I will also add that extracting an official game from your PS4 with will not fpkg you, just an official pkg, it is not a dumper as explained markus If it bleeds can die but the guy who
makes the video in 5.05 reinstalls it without problem but c on his PS4 .... but the guy who makes the video in 5.05 reinstalls it without problem, but c on his PS4.... Yes, if you remove an Fpkg from your console, you can reinstall it immediately after that is exactly the purpose of this homebrew... But if you pick an official game, as overload says, you have a pkg and not an Fpkg ... an
official pkg does not work on a hacked PS4, you have to Fpkg the fact of dumping an official game, gives you the decrypted files that TU must then put together in Fpkg ... Thanks for this clear answer that will help many people understand this homebrew better. Thank you really for me its putting help to understand thanks, still very useful this software and since I now in 6.72 I
needed it !!!! Playstation 3/4 [PS4] Easy PKG Extractor v1.05 with support firmware 6.72 Lapy continues to delight us as it now releases the firmware 6.72 version of Easy PKG Extractor. Indeed, the PlayStation 4 scene is finally in development and so we need to adapt all homebrews to the new firmware 6.72, which can quickly become the gold firmware if the performance is
stabilized, which again is not the case at the moment. The Easy PKG Extrator tool allows you to extract PKG files currently installed in your console on a USB device connected to them. It is possible to do the same using the FTP or PS4-Xplorer server, but it is not as simple as with this application. Easy Extractor PKG v1.05 This application extracts or fpkg copy of the PS4 to a
USB device, empties nothing. Please note that this version is only intended for firmware 6.72, if you use the previous version in firmware 5.05. Download: Easy PKG Extractor v1.05 (for FW 6.72) Click here to continue on the forum @Lapy publica una nueva actualizacion para Easy PKG Extrator, esta herramienta nos permite la extraccion de archivos PKG que esten instalados de
la consola en un dispositivo USB. Tambien si incluyen DLC y Parches. Hay otras formas de hacerlo utilizando el servidor FTP o PS4-Xplorer, pero no es tan simple como esta aplicacion. Algunas de sus caracter-sticas: Determina autom-ticamente a qué puerto esta conectado el dispositivo USB (usb0 o usb1). una barra de progreso para conocer el porcentaje de nuestra copia.
Permite cancelar la copia en cualquier momento. Siete opciones de copia diferentes para extraer Patches y DLC también. Muestra el tamaño de los parches y los DLC. Hay una opción para extraer PKG de unidades externas, pero solo aquellas con formato PS4 nativo (presiona L1 o R1 para cambiar el disco). Presiona L2 para acelerar el programa sin cargar imágenes del juego.
Descarga Easy PKG Extractor 1.05 (FW 1.05) Fuente Twitter PS4PKGViewer By LMAN &lt;LeecherMan&gt; © 2018A Small Tool to View PS4 Package Info.-Change-log:v1.0:-Initial release.v1.1:-Improved speed when processing package.-Added support to export unencrypted contents.-Added support to merge split-package.v1.2: Added new options to:-View package contents.Search package contents.-Check for package updates.-Check the integrity of package.-Export all unencrypted content.-Folders and files from package.-Split has already merged an official package.-The user interface is now customizable.-Updated read-me file.v1.3:-Added new option to use one structure when offering or extracting package content.-Added support to change file
name when extracting one file from the list.-Updated property package.-View error when the file is used by another process.v1.4:-Added new option to manually check for package updates using the given title-id.-Added ability to display package regions.-Added ability to detect fake dlc unlocker.-Fixed splitting to multiple parts.-Fixed an issue with single structure mode.v1.5 :Updated package info detector.-Updated package updates form and error handling. Notes:-For the official package, you need a passcode to view, list or excerpt is the content.-To view the contents of the package, select the Content List option under Additional menu, but for the official package, you must enable both List Content and Ask for passcode options.-To save package title
updates in json format, turn on the Save Updates option.-If you have a package passcode. , press the Save button in the passcode window to store it in a binary file. so that the application can load automatically when opening the package without asking. Demand:Microsoft DotNet v4.0.Like my works, you can support it by making a small donation:Click here to go to the donation
pageSpecial Thanks to OctolusNET for the PS4 Title Database. SelectionFile type iconFile nameDescriptionSizeRevisionTimeUser ň PS4PKGViewer.v1.0-LMAN.rarDownload 35k v. March 10, 2018, 2:55 AM Leecher Man ω PS4PKGViewer.v1.1-LMAN.rarDownload 36k v. 1 March 10, 2018, 3:32 PM leecher man ň PS4PKGViewer.v1.2-LMAN.rarDownloadload v. 1 maart 28,
2018, 23:17 leecher man ṭ PS4PKGViewer.v1.3-LMAN.rarDownload 1504k v. 1 jun 16 jun, 2018, 9:58 pm leecher man &lt;/LeecherMan&gt; &lt;/LeecherMan&gt; 1507k v. 1 Jul 14 Jul, 2018, 4:44 Leecher man ň PS4PKGViewer.v1.5-LMAN.rarDownload Last version 1507k v. 1 jul 14 Jul, 2018, 4:44 AM leecher man It creates a random cornerstone like the normal method or uses
the one taken out of the game? this is very useful. thanks Good work.. !! thanks for the app During extraction, I see extraction completion percentage as &gt; 100.. Is it normal? Page 2 @Vijay9398 wow, that's wrong, I'll check that... you cant tell me the size of the PKG test you? and of course, the slider get full until early, right? @Lapy. used and watching my games and after
flipping through my games for a bit it twice hung the whole system on me (cant even exit to the main menu by clicking the home button). have many games on both an external HDD and an internal (both close to full) as it helps. please solve this problem adding an option in the app to remove a game if we want (if one wants to remove it after he copied it for example, or decided it's
not worth copying) would be great. thanks too, now that I have a good look, it seems to me that it is only the games on my internal HDD. ones on my external HDD (which is formatted by the PS4 normally and the games work perfectly to play it) didn't show up at all PS: 2 more hangups happened. @Lapy yes, the progression bar went back to the starting position after completion
of the extraction. size of pkg is about 17 GB @FFTHEWINNER I will release a new version soon, I hope it works for you... But my app only works for the internal hhd just for now. And you need to discourage your external drive with PS4 game before you use it... Maybe that's why the hangups. Page 3 @Lapy thank you. is there any chance you could add support for the external
HDD for those of us with small internal HDDs and large external ones? and add a delete button? also, the fact that my PS4 is a pro would be a factor in hangups somehow? anyway, pending your new version @Lapy just tested the new version. the hangups still occur, and they occur even when my external HDD is disconnected, so cant be the reason. please investigate when you
can do something else I noticed is that no matter how many games I go from the internal HDD to the external or vice versa, the games counter in the app remains the same (136), even though that number is no longer correct. Maybe that has something to do with it? and as always if you have a delete button and the ability to read the external HDD that would be big too stupid
question, this app extract all files from pkg, because on the screen I see only copying pkg, so this is pkg copier or extractor? @u53r Maybe the name of the app is causing you ... but exactly what it does is that: it extracts a fpkg installed on the PS4 to a USB device... It's not unpacking the FPKG. That's why when I published it I said it for less advanced advanced and that there are
other ways to achieve this with an FTP or with my PS4-Xplorer. true, English is not my primary language, for me extraction == unpack concerns and thanks for reply @Lapy Hi! I have a suggestion that would be very useful, it would be great if you had the ability to play the game from external hdd. the problem with apptousb is that you have to fill out the .ini file to choose which
games should be sent externally, it discourages many people. Page 4 @darkdragon83 No. It works fine backup games because they already have a fake pkg's, but if you use it on a retail game the pkg will be useless to you because it is encrypted. (It will just be a 100% copy of the pkg file that is on the bluray disc) This doesn't take any files out of the pkg and it doesn't make any
new fake pkg's, it just instantly copies the PKG file from the PS4 on a USB drive. It's the perfect tool if you just want to back up your installed backup games so you can reinstall them at a later date. Hi, if I get my original games on blu-ray to hdd, then can I remove the installation and reinstall it from my retail extracted pkg? The question is, can I play without the drive, I have the
license installed for that game or not? @Lapy just tested it. a few comments: now instead of the app hanging after a little use gives me one this app has had an error (CE-34878-0). try to diagnose it then after a few seconds of that message it returns me to the PS4 main menu. that happens after a few minutes of use. there are some games with DLC that it doesn't sensing. for
example, I have all the fallout 4 dlc installed and accessible in games, but it's not sensing it. however, I remember that the way to install this DLC was a little different than usual (had to be installed with the game and patch in a specific order), so maybe something else is in their file structure and that's why they weren't felt by the app? when you do, add ways to sort the games (at
least on A-Z), as well as a delete option and external HDD support. @Lapy thank you! The external drive works, but for some reason, in many of the games with DLC on it, the DLC seems to be missed by the app, and other weird readings happen as well. for example, God of War has many DLC's installed yet the game said it had none, and said the required firmware is 2.70, even
though it's actually 5.05. WWE2K15 and The Last Guardian had DLC installed and missed as well. not sure why if, unlike Fallout 4, the DLC for these games was installed normally. and some updated games said on the app that they were still V1.00, even though sometimes it was still said by the app that patch exists. As for the crashes, I the external HDD for a while without any
problems, but it crashed again a minute after I returned to browsing the internal HDD. Eitherway, thank you very much for adding external HDD support! Add if you add To organize the games by name and a delete button then that would also be great page 5 so in short is this a game dumper? was under the impression hood would pick up the contents of the game Hi, I have a
question ... When I use the latest Chicken with the spoof I can install Borderlands 3, but I can't start... Can I use the Explorer or FTP server to copy the game, change the app's target FW, and install it as FPKG? Did anyone test this? @Lapy, sorry am late to the party, but what the heck. If the PS4's database is damaged after a KP or power cut, is it still possible to copy the
unrecognized Fpkg files on the PS4's hard drive to a USB or external HDD? This is my only reason why I keep duplicate copies of mvp fpkgs files on my external hdd. @Rzio I think it works by scanning the folders on the HDD for pkg files so yes it would still work if your database was corrupted. @Lapy would have to confirm this, but I think I'm right. Update to Easy PKG Extractor
1.04 PS4 Added the option not to load the images to navigate faster between games /apps by pressing L2. Patch size and DLC size are now also displayed. @Lapy thanks for the update! the new features you mentioned work very well the problems I had mentioned in my last post still persist though, so it would be great if you would take a look at them too This is best to come out
of the scene in a long time. It still has a few quirks as FFTHEWINNER has noted. But it's still great. Nice app! Thx @Lapy In addition, I want to request feature: Pls show the pkg file names identified for the apps Page 6 thanks, is it open source? Thank you Lapy for your hard work. Do you know if there is an app to update fpkgs to the available 5.05 patch or if it is possible? Thank
you. Very good.... If it is possible add theme extraction as well. I have themes I don't know where I downloaded them from @Lapy on the new 6.72 JB this program gives a black screen after the splash screen and freezes. Is it possible for you to update it? it would help a ton of people in dumping their games I haven't updated yet. But if I do I will definitely install this update. Too.
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